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MYELOID NEOPLASIA
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Key Points

• STAT31 T cells are found not
only in detected concomitant
LGL-BMFs, but in cases in
which an LGL expansion was
not suspected.

• Transformation via acquisition
of a somatic mutation in
T cells may be a mechanism
of immune, mainly hypoplastic,
bone marrow failure.

Large granular lymphocyte leukemia (LGL) is often associated with immune cytopenias

and can cooccur in the context of aplastic anemia (AA) and myelodysplastic syndromes

(MDS). We took advantage of the recent description of signal transducer and activator of

transcription 3 (STAT3) mutations in LGL clonal expansions to test, using sensitive

methods, for the presence of these mutations in a large cohort of 367 MDS and 140 AA

cases. STAT3 clones can be found not only in known LGL concomitant cases, but in

a small proportion of unsuspected ones (7% AA and 2.5% MDS). In STAT3-mutated AA

patients, an interesting trend toward better responses of immunosuppressive therapy

and an association with the presence of human leukocyte antigen-DR15 were found.

MDSsharboring a STAT3mutant clone showed a lower degree of bonemarrow cellularity

and a higher frequency of developing chromosome 7 abnormalities. STAT3-mutant LGL

clonesmay facilitate a persistently dysregulated autoimmune activation, responsible for

the primary induction of bonemarrow failure in a subset of AA andMDS patients. (Blood.

2013;122(14):2453-2459)

Introduction

Large granular lymphocyte leukemia (LGL) is often associated with
immune cytopenias and can cooccur in other bone marrow failure
(BMF) disorders such as aplastic anemia (AA) and myelodysplastic
syndromes (MDSs).1-3 Previously, using molecular analysis of the
T-cell receptor variable b-chain (Vb) repertoire in these diseases,
we demonstrated oligoclonal skewing of the cytotoxic T-cell lym-
phocyte (CTL) spectrum, indicating expansions of CTLs clones
that may recognize hematopoietic targets.4,5 However, the strongest
evidence in support of the immune pathogenesis of these conditions
stems from the success of immunosuppressive therapies (ISTs) in AA
and also in some forms of MDS6,7; however, responses to immuno-
suppression are incomplete and the prediction of patients who will
benefit from this treatment modality is not evident.

Several decades of clinical observations and laboratory experi-
ments have suggested a pivotal role for the immune system in AA
and MDS,8,9 but a key question remains: what drives autoimmunity
in this context? Among the possible causative hypotheses are a

breach of tolerance and/or an exacerbated immune response, and
recent findings brought focus to a third possibility: immortalization
of an autoimmune clone by acquisition of a somatic lesion. The
impetus for investigation of this final theory came from our de-
scription of somatic mutations in the SH2 dimerization and activation
domain of signal transducer and activator of transcription 3 (STAT3).
Thesemutations were frequently observed in patients with T-cell LGL
(T-LGL) and natural killer chronic lymphoproliferative disorders,
suggesting that aberrant STAT3 signaling underlies the pathogenesis
of clonal expansions of LGL.10,11

For the purpose of this study, we hypothesized that, similar to
LGL, a disease in which we detected pathologic STAT3 mutations,
a clonal CTL population can arise in the context of AA and MDS
through acquisition of somatic STAT3 mutations indicating autoim-
mune autonomy. We propose that the presence of STAT3 mutations
might be diagnostically useful and associated with clinical features in
a subset of patients with acquired BMF.
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Methods

Patients

Blood sample collection from patients at diagnosis was performed after in-
formed consent, according to the protocols approved by the Institutional
Review Board of Cleveland Clinic and by The Pennsylvania State University,
The Moffit Cancer Center, and King´s College in accordance with the Dec-
laration of Helsinki. The study population consisted of 367 patients with MDS
and 140 with idiopathic AA, all of them diagnosed in adulthood, and no con-
stitutional BMF patient was included.

We followed the diagnostic criteria of the World Health Organization
classification of tumors of hematopoietic and lymphoid tissues.12 For the
diagnosis of AA, only patients lacking dysplasia in the hematopoietic series
were included, and only patients with normal or noninformative (no growth)
cytogenetics were classified as having AA. Disease severity was defined by
standard criteria.13 A diagnosis of hypocellular MDS was made based on the

presence of dysplastic ASfeatures and the overall clinical presentation in-
cluding the presence of cytopenias, the presence of blasts (,5% in the bone
marrow or,2% in peripheral blood), and/or chromosomal abnormalities by
metaphase cytogenetics and a decreased cellularity of the marrow of,20%.

Amplification refractory mutation system-polymerase chain

reaction for STAT3 mutations

A tetra-primer amplification refractory mutation system (ARMS) assay on
whole blood DNA was performed as previously described.11,14

Pyrosequencing

Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) primers and sequencing primers were de-
signed using Pyrosequencing Assay Design software 1.0. PCR reactions were
performed using HotstarTaq DNApolymerase (Qiagen) for 45 cycles. Aliquots
of PCR products were verified to have single bands on agarose gels but were
not gel extracted. PCR products were then sequenced and analyzed with a
PyroMark Q24 1.0.10. using the standard protocol and reagents supplied by

Figure 1. Study flow diagram and frequency of confirmed STAT3-mutated patients. (A) Screening-confirmation pipeline. Several sequencing methods with increasing

sensitivity were used to confirm the ARMS-PCR–positive cases. (B) Venn diagram showing the clinically detected overlapping of LGL with AA and MDS, and an additional

percentage of STAT31, clinically unsuspected concomitant LGL/BMF.

Table 1. Deep amplicon results from 13 subclinical cases

Sample
ID

Mutation in ARMS-PCR
screening

Genomic
coordinates

Deep sequencing somatic
variant result

Percent of mutant
variant reads

Percent of next “noise”
variant read Coverage Diagnosis

UPN92 D661Y chrl7:40474420 Positive 1.8 0.002 2318 MDS

UPN10 D661Y chrl7:40474420 Positive 13.2 0.002 5271 MDS

UPN28 DG61Y chrl7:40474420 Positive 0.5 0.01 2585 AA

UPN11 D661Y chrl7:40474419 Positive 5.4 0.01 7413 MDS

UPN2 D661Y chrl7:40474420 Positive 0.9 0.002 17 200 AA

UPN1 Y640F chrl7:40474482 Positive 1.7 0.003 9032 AA

UPN3 Y640F chr17:40474482 Positive 0.3 0.0004 2352 AA

UPN22 Y640F chrl7:40474482 Negative 0.00008 0.003 12 306 MDS

UPN52 D661Y chrl7:40474420 Negative 0.6 1.3 14 680 MDS

UPN57 Y640F chrl7:40474482 Negative 0 0 1335 AA

UPN72 Y640F chrl7:404744S2 Negative 0 0.002 17 562 AA

UPN60 D661Y chrl7:40474420 Negative 0.6 1.4 23 012 AA

UPN32 D661Y chrl7:40474420 Negative 0.6 1.4 5620 AA

Six cases were considered ARMS-PCR false positives because either no variant reads were found or the number of reads was under the set detection threshold as

defined by the noise level (multiple bases calls). The percentage of next “noise” variant reads corresponds to the base calls considered background errors (different from the

reference or the known somatic mutated variant). Coverage indicates the numbers of reads generated in every case.
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Qiagen—STAT3 pyro-forward: 59GGCTTAAGTCTTTTCCCCTTCGAG39;
STAT3 pyro-reverse-biotin: 59 TGCCTCCTCCTTGGGAATGT 39; STAT3
pyro-sequencing: 59 CCAGTCCGTGGAACC 39.

Amplicon sequencing of STAT3

Locus-specific primers covering STAT3 exon 21 were designed for maxi-
mum 300-nucleotide-long PCR amplicons (Primer3; http://primer3.wi.mit.
edu/). Sequence tails corresponding to the Illumina adapter sequences (59-
ACACTCTTTCCCTACACGACGCTCTTCCGATCT and 59-AGACGTG
TGCTCTTCCGATCT) were added to the 59 end of the forward and reverse
locus-specific primers, respectively (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO). The
PCR reaction was cycled in a DNA Engine Tetrad 2 (Bio-Rad Laboratories,
Hercules, CA) or in a G-Storm GS4 (G-Storm; Somerton, Somerset, United
Kingdom) thermal cycler. Purified sample pools were analyzed for amplification
yield and performance on an Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer (Agilent Technologies).

Data were analyzed on Illumina MiSeq Reporter Software version 1.3 or an
earlier version (Illumina). To increase specificity, cases were considered
negative when the ratio between the known somatic variant and background
variant errors was,1. All deep sequencing–confirmed cases had a ratio.50.

Flow cytometry and cell sorting

Blood mononuclear cells were isolated using a density gradient (Mediatech,
Manassas, VA) and stained usingCD8 phycoerythrin-Texas red (ECD) (5mL),
CD57 fluorescein isothiocyanate (10 mL), CD3 PC5 (5 mL), and one of the
following anti–T-cell receptor PE conjugated antibodies (20 mL): Vb1,
Vb2, Vb3, Vb4, Vb5.1, Vb5.2, Vb5.3, Vb7.1, Vb7.2, Vb8, Vb9, Vb11,
Vb12, Vb13.1, Vb13.2, Vb13.6, Vb14, Vb16, Vb17, Vb18, Vb20,
Vb21.3, Vb22, or Vb23 (all antibodies were from Beckman Coulter).
Specific Vb immunodominant expansions were then sorted on a Beckman
Coulter Epics Altra or by magnetic beads (Miltenyi).

Figure 2. D661Y STAT3 mutation in a hypocellular MDS case. (A-B) Immunodominant Vb1 fraction before sorting; among the CD8 Vb repertoire; and bloodmononuclear cells.

(C-D) Vb1-positive and -negative fraction after blood mononuclear cell sorting. (E) Presence of the ARMS-PCR D661Y allele only in the Vb11 population.
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Sanger sequencing

Exons of selected genes (ie, TET2, IDH1, IDH2, DNMT3A, CBL, RUNX1,
ASXL1, UTX [KDM6A], EZH2, NRAS, KRAS, TP53, JAK2, SF3B1, U2AF1,
SRSF2, and SETBP1) were amplified and underwent direct genomic sequencing
by standard techniques on a ABI 3730xl DNA analyzer (Applied Biosystems,
Foster City, CA) as previously described.15-18

Statistical analysis

Comparisons of proportions and ranks of variables between groups were
performed by the x2 test, Fisher’s exact test, Student t test, or Mann-Whitney
U test, as appropriate. We used the Kaplan-Meier and the Cox method to
analyze overall survival and progression-free survival, with a 2-sided, P < .05
considered significant. In Cox models, examination of log (2log) survival
plots and partial residuals was performed to ensure the underlying as-
sumption of proportional hazards was met.

Results

Screening, confirmation, and distribution of mutations

A large series of patients with acquired BMF syndromes, including
367 with MDS and 140 with AA, was screened for the presence of
D661Y and Y640F mutations in STAT3 using a sensitive DNA
tetra-primer ARMS assay. Patients with a positive testing result were
further examined by direct sequencing and next-generation amplicon
and pyrosequencing and were confirmed in 34 of 40 cases. STAT3
mutant clones subjected to deep sequencing were analyzed, and their
“size” was judged by percentage of positive reads ranging from 0.3%
to 13.2% (Table 1). For 6 of 40 positive cases, the results of the ARMS
assay could not be confirmed; in 4 of these 6 cases, a variable number
of variant reads was found, all of which remained under the set
detection threshold as defined by the noise level. In the remaining
2 cases, no band was visible in an ARMS-PCR resequencing using
30 cycles, in contrast to the positive result produced by the original
40 amplification cycles. Consequently, the unconfirmed cases were
excluded from further analysis.

First, we identified 24 MDS patients with known concomitant
LGL and screened them for the presence of STAT3 mutations: in
9 of 24 patients, STAT3 mutations were found. Based on this
finding, we screened an additional cohort of 343 patients with
MDS and no suspected concomitant LGL: we identified 9 addi-
tional patients with STAT3-mutated clones. In like manner, we
moved on to search for STAT3 CTL clones in AA (N 5 140). In
total, we identified 10 (7%) AA patients with unsuspected LGL but
STAT3-mutated clones, together with 6 mutated cases in 11 known
AA-LGL patients. Those 7% of AA patients and 2.5% of MDS
patients with subclinical STAT3 clones could now be added to the
classic Venn diagram of overlapping acquired BMF syndromes
(Figure 1). We then investigated whether the STAT3 mutations
were present in the CTL compartment and could be found in the
Vb expanded population. In previous work, we showed in a T-LGL
patient how the mutation was present exclusively in the CD31

fraction.11 We herein chose 2 patients with MDS (both mutated
for D661Y) and 1 AA patient with an Y640F mutation. DNA was
extracted from CD31CD81CD571 CTLs that were sorted, in ad-
dition, according to the immunodominant clone defined by expres-
sion of pathognomonic Vb chain. In these 3 cases, the mutation was
found in the sorted compartment using a direct sequencing method.
Figure 2 illustrates 1 of these cases, showing the negative results in
the negative fraction of the Vb1-expanded population.

Clinical correlates

The clinical characteristics of the 140 patients included in this study
are summarized in supplemental Table 1. Clinically, AA patients
with concomitant STAT3 mutant clones were characterized by a
higher frequency of moderate severity disease (29% vs 21%) and
a higher proportion of responders to first-line therapy (81% vs 61%),
although no statistical significance was reached. We also found
a significant correlation with the presence of human leukocyte
antigen-DR15 (HLA-DR15) (75% vs 44%, P 5 .02; Table 2).

Of 367 patients with MDS, 64 had refractory cytopenia with
unilineage dysplasia, 107 had refractory anemia with ring sidero-
blasts, 73 had refractory cytopenia with multilineage dysplasia, 61
had refractory anemia with excess of blasts type I, 75 had refractory
anemia with excess of blasts type 2, and 13 had MDS del(5q). We
also included 48 patients with myelodysplastic/myeloproliferative
disease (MDS/MPN). None of the patients with MDS/MPN were
mutated for STAT3 D661Y or Y640F. While heterogeneous, the
group of MDS patients with STAT3 mutations was characterized by
a lower bone marrow cellularity (43% vs 61%; P, .0.034) and lower
neutrophil count. There was also a trend for a higher frequency of
del7/7q and likelihood of having low or intermediate risk based on
the International Prognosis Scoring System (Table 3). The clinical
detection of an abnormal CTL population did correlate with the size of
themutated clone. Using the sensitivity of the Sanger technique vs deep
sequencing as a surrogatemarker for determining the clone size, none of
the mutant cases confirmed only by amplicon sequencing could be
detected as a CTL expansion during the clinical workup at presenta-
tion. However, no differences in the severity of the disease, depth of
cytopenias, bone marrow cellularity, or development of karyotypic
abnormalities could be found between clinical and subclinical cases
(P. .150). No differences in survival were found when comparing
AA and MDS patients with or without STAT3 mutation (Figure 3).

We then expanded the study of concomitant mutations by tradi-
tional methods to 10 STAT3-mutated MDS cases for screening of
mutations of 17 well-known genes in myeloid cancers (ie, TET2,
IDH1, IDH2, DNMT3A, CBL, RUNX1, ASXL1, UTX [KDM6A],
EZH2, NRAS, KRAS, TP53, JAK2, SF3B1, U2AF1, SRSF2, and
SETBP1). Of note, the most frequent concomitant lesions were
found in NRAS (50% of cases) (supplemental Figure 1).

Discussion

The clinical relationship between acquired, immune-mediated BMF
syndromes and CTL “LGL-like” clonal expansions has been known

Table 2. Comparison of clinical characteristics between AA patients
according to the STAT3 mutation status

Variable
AAs with STAT3
mutation, n 5 16

AAs without STAT3
mutation, n 5 124 P

Age, years

(median, range)

48 41 .8

Sex, %

Male 66 52 .3

Female 34 48

Moderate severity, % 29 21 .3

Presence of PNH

clone, %

54 38 .2

HLA-DR15, % 75 44 .02

Any response to

first line, %

81 61 .1
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since the description of this latter entity2,19 and has inspired various
theories of immune-mediated suppression of hematopoiesis for
several decades. Because of the nonaberrant phenotype of the LGL
expansion and the evidence that patients with T-LGL leukemia may
display a small, unnoticed, population of circulating LGLs,20,21 it is
believed that this association may be underappreciated, similar to the
fact that LGLmay be underestimated in relation to rheumatoid arthritis.

In this study, we took advantage of the recent description of
STAT3 mutations in classical LGL clonal lymphoproliferations to
test whether clonal transformation through acquisition of somatic

mutations (ie, somatic STAT3 mutations in autoimmune T cells)
could be also be present in AA and MDS patients.4,5 Our analysis
shows that somatic STAT3 clones can be found not only in AA
and MDS patient with a known concomitant LGL, but also in a
proportion of unsuspected cases. Additionally, the issue of whether
STAT3 mutations reside within Vb expansions is of essential im-
portance. We show here how cells from a MDS patient harboring the
D661Y STAT3 mutation were sorted by Vb1 (TRBV9) into positive
and negative fractions. ARMS-PCR results from both fractions clearly
showed that the mutation is present in the Vb11 population. This issue
was also addressed previously, in which the mutation in a T-LGL
patient was present exclusively in the CD31 fraction of LGL patients.11

Similar to the discovery of somatic phosphatidylinositol glycan
class A (PIG-A) mutations as a clonal marker in paroxysmal nocturnal
hemoglobinuria (PNH) and subsequently in other immune-mediated
marrow failure syndrome clones,22 detection of STAT3 mutations
in CTLs of idiopathic AA and MDS opens interesting concepts as
to the pathogenesis of the autoimmune process (immune-mediated
production cytopenia) in these diseases. However, although the
presence of the PNH clone reflects hematopoietic cells’ secondary
escape to the immunedamage, theSTAT3LGLclonemaybepostulated
to represent the cause for persistence of autoimmune clones and thereby
of immune attack itself responsible for the primary induction of
BMF. In MDS, the presence of STAT3 clones may point toward
the possibility that, to a degree, cytopenias are related to a CTL-
mediated process and may be potentially amenable to IST.

STAT3 mutations can be used as a sensitive clonal marker. We
used ultrasensitive techniques and found an additional 7% of AA
patients carrying an unsuspected STAT3-mutated LGL clone. The
presence of an acquired molecular lesion in these clones might help
to distinguish truly transformed populations from reactive immune
responses that could appear in the context of these BMF. In addition,
improvement in identifying true, concomitant malignant clones
could help us to define concrete clinical associations; we show here
an interesting trend for better therapeutic responses in those patients
harboring the mutation. This trend needs to be investigated in a
larger series of mutated patients. The association of STAT3 mutant
CTLs with the presence of HLA-DR15 is in further agreement with
the higher proportion of responders in this group.23

Table 3. Comparison of clinical characteristics between MDS
patients according to the STAT3 mutation status

Variable
MDS with STAT3
mutation, n 5 18

MDS without STAT3
mutation, n 5 349 P

Age, years (median, range) 69 (27-70) 66 (56-72) .07

Sex, %

Male 59 56 .6

Female 41 44

White blood cell count,

3109/L (median, IQR)

5.1 (2.1-13.5) 11.9 (2.7-25.7) .04

Absolute neutrophil count,

3109/L (median, IQR)

1.23 4.41 (1-6.8) £.001

Hemoglobin, g/dL

(mean 6 SD)

9.3 6 1.9 9.9 6 1.3 .180

Mean corpuscular volume,

fL (median, IQR)

95 (85-99) 94 (86-104.8) .875

Platelets, 3109/L (median,

IQR)

139 (22-171) 126 (24-186) .743

BM cellularity, % (median,

IQR)

43 (22-61) 61 (45-90) .034

Abnormal cytogenetics, % 52 51 .9

Patients with chromosome

7 abnormality, %

32 9 .09

IPSS*

Low/intermediate-1 44 66 .074

Intermediate-2/high 56 34

Boldface indicates significant P values.

BM, bone marrow; IPSS, International Prognostic Scoring System; IQR,

interquartile range; SD, standard deviation.

*Forty-eight patients with MDS/MPN disease were excluded from this subanalysis.

Figure 3. Differences in survival outcomes in acquired BMF patients according to the presence of a STAT3 mutated clone. (A-B) No difference is seen in survival

when comparing AA and MDS patients with or without the STAT3-mutated CTL clone.
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As in acquired AA, several cytokine abnormalities have been
described in MDS that suggest an underlying immune process.24-26

Additionally, skewed T-cell populations are also observed in some
MDS cases, the reduction of which parallels the response to
IST.5,27,28 In our cohort, we found an additional 9 patients with
subclinical STAT3 mutant CTL clones in addition to the 9 patients
with known overt LGL harboring the samemutations; in total, 5% of
ourMDS cohort presented with STAT3mutant CTL expansions and
were characterized by profound neutropenia, a lower degree of bone
marrow cellularity, and a higher frequency of developing chromo-
some 7 abnormalities that often evolve in the context of immune-
mediated AA.29 In this series, 5 of 18 STAT3 mutant MDS cases
presented with del7. In addition, we expanded our molecular char-
acterization by Sanger sequencing 10 STAT3-mutated MDS cases.
Of note, we found a high proportion of concomitant NRAS mu-
tations. Ras oncogenes mutations are one of the most common gain-
of-function mutations found in human cancers,30 and they have been
described in 15% to 20% of acute myeloid leukemia, 10% to 50% of
MDS, and 11% to 27% of MDS/MPN cases.31-33 Although the
number of patients studied is small, whether cells escaping auto-
immunity may acquire a survival advantage throughNRAS anomalies
emerges as an interesting hypothesis to explore.

We acknowledge that the described screening-confirmationmethod
confers both strength and weakness to our study. The ARMS system is
rapid and reliable.14 The use of 2 reactions with internal controls
ensures that false-negative results are not obtained, yet a certain
percentage of false-positive amplicons has been reported.34,35 To
not miss cases found by the high analytical sensitivity of ARMS-
PCR, we used 3 different methods for confirmation. We are aware
that because only 2 (ie, most frequent) canonical STAT3mutations
were tested, CTL clones with other mutationsmay remain undetected.
In fact, the less common mutations of STAT3 and the recently
described lesions in STAT5b could increase the detection rate.10,11,36

During high-throughput sequencing data generation or analysis,
errors can occur related to, among others, the fidelity of the poly-
merase used, biases for high GC content areas, or asynchronous
sequencing. These potential background errors could be considered
actual sequence variants in the downstream analysis.37 We tried to

avoid those errors by a strict threshold for positive cases, ac-
knowledging that we give priority to specificity in this study,
limiting the potential false-positive cases.

In summary, our study shows that STAT3 mutant CTL clones
can be found in a small proportion of patients with acquired BMF
syndromes, including AA and hypocellular MDS. Immortalization/
transformation via acquisition of a promoting somatic mutation in
CTLs may be a mechanism not restricted to immune-mediated
BMF; it might be involved in classical autoimmune diseases such
as rheumatoid arthritis. Sensitive detection methods may facilitate
the answer to this fascinating theory.
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